
ORDER DATES DISCOUNT* 

June 1-July 15, 2020 14%  

July 16-Aug 31, 2020 7%  

Sept 1-Sept 30, 2020 3%  

Contact your local Coastal AgroVision Solutions Specialist  

for more information on this and other opportunities!  

    800-758-1828 or 252-751-1063  www.coastalagro.com 

Installation and setup available through Coastal AgroVision on purchased equipment  

*TERMS AND 

CONDITIONS 

Order and order 

agreements must be signed 

during discount timeframe. 

Method of payment must be 

determined during discount 

timeframe.  

™ 

Purchase Now 

And Save 



Planter is a Harvest™ International 30’ PB3015 23 row 15 inch row spacing. 

It has LaserPro 1N narrow row units for better maneuverability and trash 

flow as well as row lock-ups for the ability to plant 12 row, 30” row spacing. 

It is Central Seed Delivery with mini hoppers. Planter comes standard with 

Precision Planting® vDrive®, DeltaForce® and vSet® 2 meters. It has row 

markers and the ability to add a variety of Yetter and Precision Planting® 

attachments. Closing wheels are not included and quick attach Keeton® 

brackets installed. 

Planter is a Harvest™ International 30’ PB3030 12 row 30” row spacing. It 

has LaserPro 1 row units with 1.6 bu hoppers. The drive system is Precision 

Planting® electric drive paired with their DeltaForce® hydraulic down force 

system. It has row unit mounted Yetter no-till coulters as well as Yetter’s 

trailing dual 2x2x2 fertilizer system and wet tail Keetons®. The liquid 

fertilizer system consist of a wheel driven CDS-John Blue pump with 400 

gallon tank and Redball® liquid monitors. Planter was used for 

demonstration purposes and is slightly used but in great shape. 

Planter is a Harvest™ International 40’ PB4015 31 row 15 inch row 

spacing. It has LaserPro 1N narrow row units for better maneuverability 

and trash flow as well as row lock-ups for the ability to plant 16 row, 30” 

row spacing. It is Central Seed Delivery with mini hoppers. Planter comes 

standard with Precision Planting® vDrive®, DeltaForce® and vSet® 2 

meters. It includes row markers and the ability to add a variety of Yetter 

and Precision Planting® attachments. Closing wheels are not included and 

quick attach Keeton® brackets installed. 

Planter is a Harvest™ International 40’ PB4015 31 row 15 inch row 

spacing. It has LaserPro 1N narrow row units for better maneuverability 

and trash flow as well as row lock-ups for the ability to plant 16 row, 30” 

row spacing. It is Central Seed Delivery with mSet™ compatible mini 

hoppers. Planter comes standard with Precision Planting® vDrive®, 

DeltaForce® and vSet® 2 meters. It includes row markers and the ability 

to add a variety of Yetter and Precision Planting® attachments. Closing 

wheels are not included and quick attach Keeton® brackets installed. 


